Ford f450 interior

Every one of Ford's Super Duty trucks leads their segment in terms of capability, and sitting at
the very top of the range is the eminently capable F Super Duty. Touched up for the new year,
the pick-up gets a re-tuned turbo diesel V8 developing horsepower and 1, lb-ft of torque sent to
the rear or all four wheels, depending on your choice. Factory-built with a gooseneck hitch, the
powerhouse truck is able to tow up to 37, lbs the equivalent of three African elephants , while
conventional towing maxes out at 24, lbs. Its rivals are certainly worthy pick-ups, but the F
remains the king of the hill, probably because it can tow it around with ease. It does look a little
different, though, with an updated front fascia and new wheel designs for the dual-rear wheels.
A number of features have also filtered down through the trim levels, such as automatic high
beam assist coming standard, while more advanced driver-assistance features are available
earlier. And while the F doesn't get access to the new, stronger V8 gas engine that other Super
Duty pick-ups do, it does get the updated turbo diesel V8 that develops hp and 1, lb-ft, which
now comes mated to a ten-speed automatic transmission. Sitting at the top of the Super Duty
range, the F certainly looks as capable as it is. From its enormous grille, to the blocky quad
halogen headlights, to the standard dual-rear wheels, everything about the pick-up advertises
its massive capabilities. The entry-level XL comes with solid black grilles framed by automatic
quad halogen headlights, while the upper trims get chrome-trimmed grilles and the upper-most
trims boast LED head- and taillights as well as fog lights. Every model comes standard with The
only cargo bed available to the F is the longer eight-foot bed. The F isn't as customizable as
some of the lighter-duty pick-ups. Only the shortest and longest wheelbases are available,
either The strongest Super Duty stands tall at around 82 inches and wider than most at When
necessary, the truck can go off-road with its 8. You'll be hard-pressed to find a heavier vehicle
on the road, with the lightest F weighing in at 7, pounds, while the heaviest tips the scale at a
whopping 8, lbs. Unlike the lower-tier Super Duty trucks, the F is presented with only one
powertrain. While the 6. For , the already capable diesel engine has been powered up to deliver
hp and 1, hp. That's not the only upgrade, either, with the old six-speed automatic gearbox
swapped out for a far more efficient ten-speed automatic transmission. All this power is
directed towards the rear wheels as standard, but the four-wheel drivetrain is available to every
model. Only the top-tier Limited comes standard with four-wheel-drive. The engine certainly
isn't lacking, moving the four-ton truck without much fuss, getting up to 60 mph from a
standstill in around eight seconds. This acceleration isn't too adversely affected when the truck
is loaded to capacity, either. Since the F comes equipped with a gooseneck hitch as standard,
it's maximum towing capacity is set at 37, lbs right off the bat. That's the equivalent of
approximately seven Blue Whale tongues. If you do decide to tow conventionally, the pick-up
can pull 24, lbs in its optimal guise. There's no denying that the F Super Duty is a gargantuan
beast of a truck. It certainly has the power to move around without much trouble, but its size
and weight still work against it in terms of handling. However, unlike the smaller F and F, the
top-tier pick-up boasts a particularly wide front axle, which gives it a surprisingly tight turning
radius. This helps the Ford feel slightly less cumbersome than it is around town, and the
available adaptive steering is not unwelcome, either. The rugged and durable construction of
the truck means that it is pretty solid on the road, but even with a bump here and there, it
delivers a relatively smooth ride. Load it up, though, and the extra weight helps the pick-up
smooth over the bumps more easily to feel downright pleasant. Naturally, the heavy vehicle
remains planted on the road during regular driving, but try taking a corner at speed, and that
quickly changes. This is a workhorse, not a racehorse. The power-extending side tow mirrors
and available blind-spot monitoring or surround view camera make towing a breeze. And
speaking of breezes, the cabin is well-insulated so road and wind noise shouldn't be a problem.
On the rare occasion when they may creep in, they are effortlessly drowned out by the roar of
the V8 engine. Heavy-duty trucks are thirsty beasts, and the F needs a lot of fuel to do the heavy
lifting it does. Due to its niche use, the Super Duty has not been rated by the EPA, but there are
a number of real-world reports from consumers. The majority of buyers seem to favor the Crew
Cab models, which seem to get an average of While there haven't been enough reports for the
Regular Cab to offer an accurate reading, we expect the lighter build to get slightly better fuel
consumption figures. As thirsty as the F may be, it can actually cover a fair amount of ground,
around miles, with the larger gallon tank. Outfitted with the Regular Cab, the Super Duty can
accommodate up to three passengers in relative comfort. Another cab is available, though. The
Crew Cab is the largest of the options, supplying more than enough room to seat up to six
people. Headroom is excellent all-around and the legroom in the back is more than ample to
accommodate even taller adults. Visibility is quite good thanks to the height of the cabin and
position of the seats, but there isn't much adjustability on the lower trims. The upper trims
come with ten-way power front seats, though, along with much plusher leather upholstery. For
the most part, comfort is pretty good, even with the basic cloth- or vinyl-appointed seats, but

the seat cushions could be better. Getting in and out could be easier, too, but the side steps and
grab handles do help when climbing into the large vehicle. As one might expect from a pick-up,
the F has no standard trunk, instead relying on its large cargo bed for most storage. There is
some space inside the cabin, though, with The larger Crew Cab comes with fold-down rear
seats, increasing this area to The only bed available to the F is the longer eight-foot variant, with
a maximum width of This gives it a total of In its most capable configuration, the Super Duty can
haul loads weighing up to 6, lbs. The Regular Cab doesn't offer many places to stow smaller
items, but the Crew Cab is more generous. If you swap out the front bench for bucket seats, you
are given a rather large center armrest console that comes outfitted with cupholders and a
storage compartment. The rear passengers get a fold-down armrest with cupholders, and all
front seatbacks come with map pockets. There is a standard glove compartment, too, but the
door pockets are a bit small and narrow. Presented in the same trim options as the rest of the
F-series Super Duty range, the F offers all the same features as its smaller brothers. The base
model is the XL, which comes appointed with cruise control, air conditioning, two-way manual
front seats, and a pair of volt power outlets. Remote keyless entry, cargo bed locking cleats,
and a 4. The King Ranch then adds heated and ventilated front seats, and a heated steering
wheel with power tilt-and-telescoping. The penultimate Platinum gets multi-contour front seats
and heated rear seats, while the top-tier Limited adds a dual-panel sunroof and massage
functions for the front seats. The upholstery is upgraded through the trim levels, too, starting
with vinyl, before moving on to cloth and finally premium leather surfaces. The Ford Co-Pilot
safety suite is present on even the most basic trim, while the upper trims unlock more of its
features. The entire suite comprises a rearview camera, forward collision avoidance, blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, lane keep assist, lane departure warning, and a
surround-view camera. Only the base-level XL comes standard with the smaller 4. The standard
sound system differs between trims, with the XL getting a four-speaker set-up, while the XLT
gets a five- or seven-speaker set-up depending on which cab is equipped. Despite the
popularity of heavy-duty trucks in the United States, the F Super Duty has never received a
verified dependability rating from J. One tier down, the F has received a rating of 82 out of in the
past. Nevertheless, the large truck has been recalled a number of times over the years. The
most recent recalls in were for the potential of a fire after seat belt pretensioner deployment,
unexpected opening of the tailgate, and the possibility of a fire due to a damaged block heater
connector. Despite this oversight, Ford has taken pains to ensure that its pick-up will keep you
and your family safe. Each truck comes with standard mechanical features like ABS, stability
and traction control, and six airbags: dual front, front side, and side curtain. Other standard
features include a rearview camera and Ford's Co-Pilot safety suite. While not every trim gets
the full umbrella of the features, Co-Pilot comprises lane keep assist, rear parking assistance,
blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, automatic high beam assist, forward collision
avoidance, and a surround-view camera. If you need to tow an entire stable of horses or a small
mountain, then the Ford F Super Duty is pretty much the first choice in a very short list. True,
there are similarly capable one-ton trucks out there, like the Ram or GMC Sierra HD, but despite
their best efforts, they just can't match the F Thanks to its powerful V8 diesel engine and sturdy
dual-rear-wheel configuration, the pick-up can haul loads of 6, lbs or pull up to 37, lbs. The
aforementioned rivals can handle heavier payloads, but they can't tow quite as much. In terms
of interior quality and feature availability, the F isn't the most luxurious, but none of its rivals
are any better. Despite its size, the heavy-duty pick-up handles quite well and delivers a
relatively smooth ride. If you spec it right, the truck can serve as a family vehicle while still
pulling its weight out in the field. There is little doubt that the Ford F is an excellent heavy-duty
truck, but whether or not it is the best choice for you will come down to very specific needs. If
you're just going to be hauling cargo in the bed, there are better options, but if you're going to
be towing your family caravan around the country, there's no better choice. Despite its
impressive capabilities, the F Super Duty is not overly expensive. The F is all about towing the
heaviest loads. In fact, it's actually the base-model XL, equipped with the Regular Cab, that can
do the heaviest lifting. You'll want to opt for the available four-wheel drivetrain to maximize
towing capacity, and you may want to throw on some basic comforts like dual-zone climate
control or more comfortable leather upholstery. Hailing from the same heritage as the F, the
Ford F Super Duty isn't quite as hardy as its big brother. That's not to say it can't handle itself,
especially since it gets access to the same V8 diesel engine. However, the F comes standard
with a 6. Developing hp and lb-ft or hp and lb-ft, respectively, these powertrains certainly can't
handle the same work as the diesel. When properly equipped, though, the F can tow 21, lbs in
conventional style, and up to 35, lbs in a gooseneck configuration. This is only 1, lbs less than
the F's maximum capacity. In just about every other regard, the two trucks are identical. Even
their starting prices are quite similar. Still, the F is a bit more affordable to run, so unless you

really need the extra towing and hauling capability, the slightly cheaper truck should do the
trick. In the past, it was barely able to tow more than half what the F could manage, but thanks
to various changes in its structural design, the Sierra can now tow 20, lbs of conventional
weight or 35, lbs in gooseneck when equipped with its Duramax turbodiesel. And while this is
still below the capacity of the Ford F, the GMC can actually haul heavier loads in its cargo bed up to 7, lbs. Inside the cabin, the Sierra HD is just as spacious as the F Super Duty, and each
truck delivers similar ride quality. Still, the GMC Sierra is all-new this year, which means it has
the most modern tech, but the quality of the interior still isn't up to snuff. While it may not be the
young buck on the market, the powerful F workhorse is still the better choice. Check out some
informative Ford F Super Duty video reviews below. Pros and Cons Potent V8 turbo diesel
engine Two spacious cabin options Well-appointed upper trim levels Massive 37,lb towing
capacity Affordable starting price. Best Deals on F Super Duty. Dimensions The F isn't as
customizable as some of the lighter-duty pick-ups. Length Wheelbase Height Max Width F
Super Duty Performance. Engine and Transmission Unlike the lower-tier Super Duty trucks, the
F is presented with only one powertrain. F Super Duty Gas Mileage Heavy-duty trucks are thirsty
beasts, and the F needs a lot of fuel to do the heavy lifting it does. Fuel Tank Capacity. F Super
Duty Interior. Seating capacity. Front Leg Room Front Head Room F Super Duty Trunk and
Cargo Space As one might expect from a pick-up, the F has no standard trunk, instead relying
on its large cargo bed for most storage. F Super Duty Infotainment and Features. Features
Presented in the same trim options as the rest of the F-series Super Duty range, the F offers all
the same features as its smaller brothers. Infotainment Only the base-level XL comes standard
with the smaller 4. Ford F Super Duty News. Detroit Auto Show. For Sale. Now Buzzing. Change
Style: F Super Duty. F Super Duty. Change Year: New. Ford Trucks. Login Sign Up. Popular
Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. King Ranch. Ford F Super Duty. Blue Oval company is
planning to enhance its total heavy-duty selection, so F and F models are the very first in line
for further extreme changes. In addition, Ram and Chevrolet are also changing their models, so
Ford must keep aggressive. For this reason, you should expect quite a few changes. For a
begin, F will appear having an enhanced cabin. On the contrary, exterior changes are small, and
a new model will appear practically the identical as its forerunner. Performance is excellent,
therefore we can get tiny enhancements with this portion. F will stay functional, and it will
surely be around in several trim levels and cab designs. Exterior Presently, we never have
recognized info regarding the most recent design changes. In any way, the Ford F has become
captured on camera, so the initial spy shots are readily available. However, spy shots are
displaying essentially the identical model as F Because of this, we never count on this kind of
key improvements. The only variation we notice is in advance, where by the grille appears
somewhat bigger. Front lights are unaffected, so we are only able to wish for a lot more
stainless highlights close to the grille. If you want a lot more luxury, opt for the Premium or
Limited trim levels. Furthermore, Ford is providing its F in individual and double cab setups. In
accordance with the most recent rumors, King Ranch clip levels can become offered again. We
did not see any of the interior particulars on the most up-to-date spy photos. Even so, the new
Ford F will truly get quite a few changes on the within. Some would say this is receiving out of
hands. Pickup trucks, particularly heavy-duty pickup, must help to get the function carried out.
No one basically cares about the stage of luxury within the cabin. We disagree, therefore we
cannot hang on to discover how the new F can look from the on the inside. Certainly, this is
rearing the price of the vehicles, but when you want some thing a lot less premium that will get
the job finished, you can continue to locate some thing comparable. In any case, F will get a
advanced level of comfort, new non-obligatory show, and maybe a new furniture. Additionally,
stainless and hardwood trims are now a lot more obvious and are delivering a a lot more
magnificent truly feel. On the contrary, the interior design will not alter at all. On the top of that,
it gives you hp and lb-feet of torque. We never determine what can happen with a 6. Eliminating
this engine from the gives is apparently the most sensible final result. Last but not least, a 6. It
might generate horsepower and lb-feet of torque. Nonetheless, Ford stated that V8 will be
scored at lb-feet in In addition, Ford claims 24, weight of traditional towing capacity. On the
contrary, the greatest towing capacity with a Gooseneck is ranked at 37, weight. We do not learn
how very much will new Ford F expense soon after the most up-to-date interior and
performance updates. Ford will release its super-duty selection in the 2nd half of Our website is
made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting
us by disabling your ad blocker. Prev Article. Next Article. Ad Blocker Detected Our website is
made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. The forthcoming Ford F will
be introduced this year and it will get numerous upgrades. Blue Oval manufacturer is ready to
redesign its all heavy-duty lineup. According to the latest news, first on the list are models F,
and F models. Thanks to them, the manufacturer will secure its place on the market. What will

be new this year? The heavy-duty truck Ford F will definitely provide a more aggressive look
and more importantly, an improved cabin with more techs. We don't expect some significant
exterior changes, and the new model will only get some minor tweaks. Under the hood, most
hype will be about the new V8 engine. Alongside that, the upcoming F will offer the same
powertrains as the current one. Check it out for yourself! The heavy-duty class has never been
more competitive. Like in the half-ton class, the Blue Oval company is dominating this segment.
The Ford F is the most capable truck for towing. Properly equipped, you can load this vehicle
with more than 35, pounds. A diesel power New Ford Edge is about to introduce more
significant upgrades. The new model will get a redesign and that includes more exterior colors.
The Edge ST variant will become available. This high-performance version will gain more power
and it will be the fastest SUV in a Ford launched the 2nd generation of the Kuga back in , so the
auto is not that old. Not that lengthy ago some within resources recommended there will
certainly be a significant upgrade with the Ford Kuga. The auto is established to be a significant
The world's most popular pickup truck is doing great on the market, but the Blue Oval company
wants to keep the pace with all the novelties that are coming in the automotive industry these
days. The upcoming redesign will be more interesting than you would think after Notify me of
new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Pin It. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of new posts by email. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Dash Kit is a
great interior add-on to your car. It gives your car a luxury as well as sporty look. We use latest
Laser technology to give you a high quality product and precision on the market. All products
are made from a high quality materials with 3M double sided backing tape. Scratch and UV
resistant finish. All parts will perfectly fit your dashboard. Easy to install with step by step
instructions. Skip to main content. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. American Dash. Sold by. Brand: American Dash. This fits your. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
review from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again
later. Verified Purchase. Nice quality dash wood grain, fit well, I don't recommend installing in
cold weather. Trouble getting product to stick very well if installed when conditions are cold.
See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: dash trim , wood
dash kit , wood dash trim kit. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Wood Grain Mahogany. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our
site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Your Ford car, truck or suv isn't just
something to get you from A to B. Who you are defines what you drive. Customizing your Ford
to your liking gives you an opportunity for self-expression and personalization! Customize and
dress up the interior of your Ford with one of our dash kits and your car will instantly reflect
your personality and your style. Select your preferred kit from the list below or use the vehicle
selector above. Find the right color and finish of your choice for your Ford interior dash trim kit,
order the kit and easily install it into your car. If you're not sure of the finish, order some
samples here. A new upgraded and fresh look of your vehicle awaits you! Ford Mustang full
interior dash kit, Manual, 34 Pcs. Ford Mustang full interior dash kit, Convertible, 16 Pcs. Ford
Mustang full interior dash kit, Hard Top, 16 Pcs. Ford Mustang full interior dash kit, Convertible,
18 Pcs. Ford Mustang full interior dash kit, Hard Top, 18 Pcs. Ford Mustang basic interior dash
kit, Convertible, 12 Pcs. Ford Mustang basic interior dash kit, Convertible, 14 Pcs. Ford Mustang

basic interior dash kit, Hard Top, 14 Pcs. Ford Mustang basic interior dash kit, Manual, 17 Pcs.
Ford Mustang exterior kit, 3 Pcs. Ford Mustang exterior kit, 4 Pcs. Ford Mustang stainless steel
door pillar, 2 Pcs. Ford Focus medium interior dash kit, Automatic, 22 Pcs. Ford Focus medium
interior dash kit, Manual, 22 Pcs. Ford Focus basic interior dash kit, 13 Pcs. Ford Focus exterior
kit Sedan Only , 17 Pcs. Ford Focus exterior kit, 4 Door, 7 Pcs. Ford Focus exterior kit, 2 Door, 3
Pcs. Ford Focus Sedan stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Ford Focus 4 Door stainless steel door
pillar, 6 Pcs. Ford Focus exterior kit Coupe Only , 7 Pcs. Ford Focus Coupe stainless steel door
pillar, 2 Pcs. Ford Focus 2 Door stainless steel door pillar, 2 Pcs. Ford Taurus exterior kit, 10
Pcs. Ford Taurus Sedan stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Ford Taurus full exterior kit Sedan
Only , 8 Pcs. Ford Taurus basic exterior kit, 4 Pcs. Ford Econoline E-Series Ford Econoline
E-Series , full interior dash kit, 25 Pcs. Ford Econoline E-Series , basic interior dash kit, 17 Pcs.
Ford Escape interior dash kit, Optional Console, 8 Pcs. Ford Escape UP basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs.
Ford Edge full exterior kit, 17 Pcs. Ford Expedition full interior dash kit, 50 Pcs. Ford Expedition
stainless steel door pillar, 6 Pcs. Ford Expedition basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs. Ford Explorer exterior
kit, Without Keypad, 8 Pcs. Ford Explorer exterior kit, With Keypad, 8 Pcs. Ford Explorer
stainless steel door pillar, Without Keypad, 6 Pcs. Ford Explorer
1999 ford contour transmission
2001 f250 fuse box diagram under hood
rz350 parts
Sport full interior dash kit, 17 Pcs. Ford Explorer Sport basic interior dash kit, 11 Pcs. Ford
Explorer Sport basic interior dash kit, 15 Pcs. Ford Excursion full interior dash kit, 48 Pcs. Ford
Excursion full interior dash kit, 47 Pcs. Ford F interior dash kit, With Armrest, 21 Pcs. Ford F
interior dash kit, With 4. Ford F interior dash kit, Without Armrest, 20 Pcs. Ford F exterior kit
Regular Cab , 15 Pcs. Ford F Regular Cab stainless steel door pillar, 2 Pcs. Ford F, F full interior
dash kit, Pcs. Ford F, F basic interior dash kit, 60 Pcs. Ford F, F exterior kit, 14 Pcs. Ford Fusion
, Mercury Milan full exterior kit, 15 Pcs. Ford Fusion , Mercury Milan basic exterior kit, 6 Pcs.
Ford Flex UP stainless steel door pillar, 8 Pcs. Ford Flex basic exterior kit, 8 Pcs. Ford Flex UP
stainless steel door pillar, 4 Pcs. Hess St. E-Mail: customerservice dashkitspecialties. Stay safe!
Compare Products. Ford Dash Kits. Ford Mustang , Interior. Phone: All Rights Reserved. Crafted
By FirstWire.

